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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R, F? + and N be the set of real numbers, positive numbers and natural 
numbers, respectively. 
The classical Holder inequality (see [S]) states that 
M,.I(XY) G %,,W . M,,,(Y) (1.1) 
holds for every x, y E R :, n E N, where p, q > 1 are real numbers with 
P -‘+q-‘= 1. x=(x ,,..., x”), y=(y, ,..., y ) n 3 xy=(x,y ,,..., x y,), and n 
where, for a E R, 
M,,,(x)= (+$,x;)‘-“. a#O, 
are the well-known power means (Hardy et al. [ 7 I). 
A generalization of power means is the mean M,,,(x), defined by 
a = 0, 
Kl.a(X)p a f0, 
a = 0, 
(1.2) 
where a, p E IR, x = (x, ,..., x,,) E IF?: , n E N. Aczel and Daroczy ] 1 J proved 
that these are the only quasiarithmetic means with weightfunction which are 
homogeneous on R + . Concerning inequalities for the means (1.2) see 
Daroczy and Losonczi [5], Losonczi [9, 10, 111, Beckenbach [2], Danskin 
131, Daroczy 141, Dresher [6] and Pales [ 131. In particular, the inequality 
Mn.oWp G Mn.h@)q (1.3) 
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holds for all n and for all such x if and only if we have either (2.7) or (2.8) 
in Lemma 2.3 below. 
An interesting generalization of both (1.1) (the case where k = 2 and 
p = 0) and (1.3) (the case where k = 1) exists: 
For n E N and for i = l,..., k let xi = (xi, ,..., xi,,) E IR: and let nf= 1 xi = 
(nf= 1 xil Y-.*3 nf= r Xin). Then 
A4 “,-au 
( ) 
fi ‘i G Ii wwih)Pi 
i=l -PO i=l 
(1.4) 
holds for all IZ and for all such xi if and only if... . How is one to finish the 
statement? An answer given by Losonczi in 1971 is in Theorem 2 below. A 
problem proposed by Losonczi [ 121 was to give an answer involving 
conditions on the parameters (a,,~~) E R ‘, i = 0, l,..., k. 
Here we completely solve this problem, stating its solution in Theorem 3. 
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
For a,p E R let 
Q(GP)= ‘“l:” +p, (2-l ) 
andforlER, let 
tn - 1 
J=,,(t) = t” ~ 
a ’ 
u # 0, 
(2.2) 
= tp In t, a = 0. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let a, b,p, q E R and assume that Q(u,p) < Q(b, q). Then 
Jo&) 
iif J&f) =” (2.3) 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is very simple so it is omitted. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 1, m E N and let 
(“i,Pi> E “> aiE IR+, i = I,..., 1, 
(bj, qj) E R2> PjE IR+, j = l,..., m. 
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Assume that 
+ aiJai,pi(‘> G ‘- D.jJb,.qiCt) (2.4) 
,T, j-1 
holds for t > 1. Then 
max Q(ai,Pi) G ,T,ym Q(bi3 q,i). 
I<i</ ,, 
(2.5 1 
Proof. Assume that (2.4) is valid but (2.5) is false. Let I E {l,.... 1} such 
that 
Thus by our assumption, for j = l,..., m, 
(2.6) 
Dividing (2.4) by JO,S,p,(t) > 0, letting t -+ co, noting (2.6) and applying 
Lemma 2.1, we obtain 0~~ < 0. This contradiction validates the lemma. u 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a, b,p, q E R. Then, for t E F? + , the inequality 
J,.,W G Jh.q(t) (2.7) 
holds for all such t if and only if 
\(a(-lbJ(+a+2p<b+2q. (2.8 1 
The proof of this lemma can be found in the papers of Daroczy and 
Losonczi 15 1 and Losonczi [ 111. 
THEOREM 1. For k > 2 and for i = O,l,..., k, let (a,,pi) E R2. let 
xiE m+, and let IJfEO xi = 1. The inequality 
(2.9 1 
i=o 
holds for all such xi if and only $, for i = 0, l,..., k, 
Qi>O and Hi > QF. 
where we define 
Qi = Q<ai3p,>7 Qi* = Q(-ai> -Pi), 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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and where Hi is deflned as 
ifi 
-’ when fi Qj#Oo, 
j=O 
j#i 
0 when fi Qj= 0. (2.12) 
.i=O 
i+i 
Proof of necessity. By the symmetry of (2.9) it is sufficient to show that 
(2.10) is valid for i= 0. Substitute in (2.9) xi = P, where t > 1, where 
ai E R for i = O,..., k, and where ~~=, ai = 0. It is obvious that n:=, xi = 1 
and that 
Jc7i,pi(fai) = aiJajai,aipi(t)* (2.13) 
Thus from (2.9) we get for t > 1 that 
(2.14) 
Let a, = 1, ai =-A and a, = k - 1 with 1 E (0, l), and let ai = 0 for 
i = 3,4 ,..., k. Then by (2.14) 
w -*a,,-*p,w + (1 -~)J~l-l)a~.(*-I)p,(t)~Jao,Po(t)’ 
Applying Lemma 2.2 we get 
max{Q(-la,, -GJ, Q(@ - 1) a2, (A - l)~Jl G Qo, 
which simplifies to 
maxPQ1*, (1 -A> Qz*l < Q,. 
Letting A -+ 0, we obtain 
To prove that H, > Q,* we distinguish two cases. 
Case I: nf= I Q, = 0. Then there exists K E {l,..., k) such that Q, = 0 and 
now Ho = 0. In (2.14), let a, = -1, let a, = 1, and let ai = 0 otherwise. We 
then obtain 
Using Lemma 2.2 we get 
Q(-a0 7 -~o)<Q,=o 
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and hence 
Q,*<O=H,. 
Case II: n:=, Qi # 0. Symmetry in (2.9) requires that with Q, > 0 we 
have Qi>O for iE {l,..., k}. Hence Qi > 0 and, by (2.12), H, > 0. Let 
a,, = - 1 and let ai = Q; ‘H, otherwise. It follows that 
and if t > 1, from (2.14), that 
Using Lemma 2.2 we get 
that is, 
Proof of sufficiency. We prove the following two inequalities, in each of 
which we take i = 0, l,..., k: 
For tE R, 
Jai++&) G J,i.&), 
and for xi E R + with flfEo xi = 1 
0 < 9 Jai+“,. -H,(Xi)* 
i=O 
From (2.15) and (2.16) the inequality (2.9) obviously follows. 
The proof of (2.15). By Lemma 2.3 it is sufficient to show that 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
)IQi+Hil-lU,ll+Qi+Hi-2Hi~Ui+2pi. (2.17) 
From (2.10) and (2.11) we have Hi + Qi = /Hi + Qij > 0 and hence 
(IHi+Qi/-lUiI)=IHi+Qi-lUilJ=lHi-Qi*I=Hi-Q,*. 
Now (2.17), restricted as Qi - QT < ui + 2pi, is a consequence of (2.1) and 
we have shown that (2.15) is valid. 
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In the proof of (2.16) we distinguish three cases. 
Case I: Qi > 0 for i = 0, I,..., k. Then by (2.2), since Hi + Qi > Qi > 0, 
(2.16) becomes : 
For xiE R, and nrcOxi= 1, 
(2.18) 
For i = 0, l,..., k, if Q = C,“=O Q,: ‘, then 
Qi+Hi=Q;l +G~IQ;‘=Q;‘~~~iQ~‘=QQiHi. 
Thus instead of the inequality (2.18) it is sufficient to prove for xi E R + with 
nfzO xi = 1 that ,’ 
k -Hi k xai 
iyo$jp i;o&* 
(2.19) 
For i E {O,..., k} let Ii = {O,..., k}\{i}. IfjEZi then let qj=Qi’Hi,yj=xy. 
Then CEIiqj = 1 and by the arithmetic mean-geometric mean inequality 
f qj yj > jQ, Y?. 
, 
Equivalent to the preceding, on multiplying by H,:’ and simplifying, we 
have: 
For i = O,..., k, 
;, Q; ‘xj”i > H; Ix;? (2.20) 
, 
Multiplying (2.20) by Q;’ and adding the inequalities obtained we get 
This variation of (2.19) completes the proof of (2.16) in Case I. 
Case II: There exists exactly one value i E {0, l,..., k} such that Qi = 0. 
By the symmetry of (2.16) we may assume that Q, = 0 with Q, ,..., Qk > 0. 
NowH,>OandH,=..-=H,=O.Hence 
J Qo+No.-If,, = J”o.--Ho’ 
Jaj+Hj,-H, = Jaj.0 for jE1,. 
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Thus (2.16) becomes, with Xj E IR + and x0 = nj”= I x,; ‘, 
o< l-xiHO 
\ 
Ho 
(2.2 1) 
Since (2.20) for i = 0 duplicates inequality (2.21), the proof for Case I1 is 
complete. 
Case III: There exist i,j E {0, l,..., k) such that i #j and Qi = Qi = 0. 
Then H,=H,=,.. = H, = 0. Consequently, for t E IF + . 
J Qi+Hj,-Hi(f) = Joi.o(4 > Jo.o(t) = In t. 
Thus for x o . . . . . . u,E IR, with nF_,xi= 1, 
;- J Q,+Hi,-H,(xi) > \“- In xi = In f[ xi = In 1 = 0, - 
i -0 j  -7 0 i-0 
which shows that 2.16 is also valid in Case III. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. I 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
In the investigation of the inequality (1.4) we need the next result, which is 
a simple consequence of a theorem of Losonczi ( 10, Satz 2 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let (U,,Pi) E iR*, i = 0 )...) k, k > 2. In order that the 
inequality (1.4) be valid for the indicated n and xi it is necessary and 
sufficient that inequality 
(3.1) 
holds for x, ,..., xk E R +. 
Using the identity 
J -uo, -,,(xcT ‘> = - J%P&XO) 
and the notation x0 = (nf_ 1 xi)-’ one can easily check that the inequality 
(3.1) is equivalent to the inequality (2.9). So from Theorems 1 and 2 we get 
THEOREM 3. Let (a,,pi) E R*, i = 0 ,..., k, k > 2. In order that the 
inequality (1.4) be valid for the indicated n and xi it is necessary and 
sufficient that the inequalities (2.10) hold with Qi, Hi and QF defined 61 
(2.11) and (2.12). 
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Using Theorem 3 we can easily obtain sufficient and necessary conditions 
for an inequality which is the reversal of (1.4): 
For n E N and for xi E (R:, i = l,..., k, 
(3.2) 
We note for n E N, (a,~) E R ‘, and x E IR: that 
Mn,a(x)p = wn,-aw’)-p)-l~ (3.3) 
where x-l - 
For n E i (?d”%?. E R 
-‘). Applying (3.3) we obtain, equivalent to (3.2): 
I :, i = 1, 2 ,..., k, 
We leave to the reader completion of the resulting corollary. 
Also from Theorem 3, when applied to the power means in (1.1) (compare 
with Theorems 11 and 12 of [7]), is the following 
COROLLARY. For ai E R, i = 0 ,..., k, let 
T= {iE (O,..., k] 1 a, < 0). 
Then for n E N andfor xi E IR:, i = 1,2 ,..., k, 
(3.4) 
holds for all such n and for all such Xi if and only if either (i) T = 0, or (ii) 
T is a single element and 
k 
\’ a;‘<<. 
i=O 
(3.5) 
Proof: We may assume that k > 2, since for k = 1 the corollary is a 
special case of (1.3). For the given means 
Qi = ai, i E {O,..., k}\T, 
= 0, i E T, 
Qr=O, i E {O,..., k)\T, 
= ---ai, i E T. 
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The inequality Qj > 0, i = O,..., k is obvious and hence, by Theorem 3, we 
need examine only the inequality Hi 2 QF for i = O,..., k. We note, by its 
definition. that Hi > 0. In case (i) we have Qp = 0 and Hi 3 Q,? becomes 
Hi > 0. 
There remains case (ii). Let T= (i,}. For i # i,,, QT = 0 and Hi > QF 
again become Hi 2 0. Thus proof of the corollary reduces to equivalence ot 
(3.5) and 
Hi0 2 Qir;. (3.6) 
We observe. independent of (3.6). that: 
For 
if i,, Qi = a, > 0 and Q,* =O, (3.7) 
Qi, = 0 and Q,$ = -a?,, > 0. (3.8) 
Hence (3.6) implies that Hi,, > 0, that rJii,, Qj f 0, and for if i,, that 
Qj = a, > 0. From (3.6) and (3.8) we now have 
t 1’ 
\’ a,:’ 
iii,, 
> -a,,, > 0. (3.Y) 
and from that we obtain 
\‘ 
iz,, 
a,:’ <-a,;’ , (3.10) 
an inequality equivalent to (3.5). 
Conversely, given (3.5) we are to assume that a,# 0 for i = O,..., k. We 
then have from (3.10) and (3.8) that (3.9) holds. From (3.9) and (3.7), since 
ai # 0, we obtain G+iO Qj > 0. Hence (3.9) converts to (3.6) and discussion 
of case (ii) is completed. Completion of proof of the corollary requires a 
final remark. T can have at most one element, for otherwise 
Ho= . . . = H, = 0 and for i E T we meet Hi > Q,? > 0, a contradiction. 1 
Applying the method of Losonczi [ 101 we can easily obtain an integral 
analogues of the inequality (1.4). 
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